“What Kind of Music Do You Listen To?”

Chill acoustic tracks are the sunrise. The sleepy dawn, the long drive on an empty freeway as the sky slowly brightens.

Motivational music is the morning. The start of a new day at work or school, the peace stirring in souls as people trade smiles.

Current favorites are the daytime. Rock, folk, theater, hip hop, RnB, whatever. Whatever inspires dance. Whatever sparks introspection.

Oldies rock is the sunset. Windows down so all can hear, the wind pulling through your hair, blasting the best of music history on the drive home.

Upbeat gospel is the stars. The darkness filled with a hundred voices, the claps and shouts and vocal precision of a choir of angels bringing the day to a grateful or redemptive close.

Ethereal EDM tracks are midnight, and getting ready for bed. The day’s energy buzzing still, but being redirected to processing the day, to storing memories away in the depths of your mind.

Light classical music is sleep. The orchestras and instruments lilting as you drift, imagining stories and letting dreams sweep you away.